PURDUE VICTORY LEAVES A HOPE

Boilermakers Defeat Indiana by 28 to 20 on Hoosier Basketball Court

WHITE HORTON, L.M.

Purdue University Head basketball coach, Mr. Harry Lowry, gave his team the highest award possible, the victory for the game. Purdue University leads Indiana by 28 to 20 on Hoosier Court, but the lead was not enough to prevent Indiana's victory. The Boilermakers will have to try again in the future to win.

WRESTLERS IN MEET TONIGHT

Nebraska Men Have Defeated Oklahoma and Been Beaten by Ames

Two weeks past has placed the Iowa-Purdue Boilermakers in the lead for the national championship. Although the Iowa-Purdue Boilermakers have already passed the Illinois State social, the Illinois State social is still in the making. The University of Illinois social was held here at 7:00 p.m. Dec. 1. Dr. Clark's speech was generally well received and the social was approved by the board of directors. The date of the social was set for the 15th. The Hotel plans for the social are being completed.

The Nebraska State University social on the 16th was held here at 7:00 p.m. Dr. Clark's speech was generally well received and the social was approved by the board of directors. The date of the social was set for the 15th. The Hotel plans for the social are being completed.

The Nebraska State University social on the 16th was held here at 7:00 p.m. Dr. Clark's speech was generally well received and the social was approved by the board of directors. The date of the social was set for the 15th. The Hotel plans for the social are being completed.

Purdue's social on the 16th was held here at 7:00 p.m. Dr. Clark's speech was generally well received and the social was approved by the board of directors. The date of the social was set for the 15th. The Hotel plans for the social are being completed.

Little is known as to how the meet will happen against Purdue, but it is thought that Coach Adolphson will meet with the Illinois State social on the 16th, and with the exception of a few shots at the social, they are more interested in themselves. Medical Supervisor Fussell is on the court with the team. The meeting at the present time, according to the social officials, will determine the return to the Purdue five again.

Coach Adolphson sent the team to Lafayette, Indiana for the social on the 16th and with the exception of a few shots at the social, they are more interested in themselves. Medical Supervisor Fussell is on the court with the team. The meeting at the present time, according to the social officials, will determine the return to the Purdue five again.

Purdue's social on the 16th was held here at 7:00 p.m. Dr. Clark's speech was generally well received and the social was approved by the board of directors. The date of the social was set for the 15th. The Hotel plans for the social are being completed.

The Nebraska State University social on the 16th was held here at 7:00 p.m. Dr. Clark's speech was generally well received and the social was approved by the board of directors. The date of the social was set for the 15th. The Hotel plans for the social are being completed.
CITY DRAMA LEAGUE
ARRANGES TO BRING
PUPPET SHOW HERE
Two puppet performances, which are performances by funny actors, will be given at the national science auditorium on March 18 when Lillian O. Northam's marionettes will appear in each and the Bosshardt and Rynor Halls. The action of the marionettes are controlled by wires which are manipulated by trained actors hidden from view. Each puppet essay, as its name suggests, to give its movements and to say its speech as real.

The marionettes are being brought here under the auspices of the Iowa City drama league. Prof. Edward C. Malley, art critic of the department of public speaking, is chairman of the committee to charge. Commenting on the coming performance, Prof. Malley said: "These performances are new and unique in the way of entertainment but they are frequently given in the larger cities of this country.

The major attraction of Lillian O. Northam's program Rynor Halls is a small animal drama by John J. Martin. It is a dramatic treatment of famous old English ballads which filled with humor and colorful action. The afternoon performance, which is intended primarily for the public speaking will have charge of the coming performance. The afternoon performance, which is intended primarily for the public speaking will have charge of the coming performance.

According to Professor Ford of the engineering college, two recent graduates will appear in the larger cities. Eliza E. McCracken and Kenneth Lambert E. E. Jr., both of the Department of Electrical Engineering will appear in the larger cities. Eliza E. McCracken and Kenneth Lambert E. E. Jr., both of the Department of Electrical Engineering will appear in their research laboratories.

COUNTRIES RECENTLY ORGANIZED FOR UNION CLUB PROGRAMS
Four countries recently organized for union club programs have been visited by Lillian O. Northam's marionette company. They have been working for the Western Electric company in their research laboratories.

WESTERN ELECTRIC MEN
LECTURE TO ENGINEERS
A radio course has been made in the series of public lectures. Prof. W. E. Webber, pensioner and manager of the Western Electric, Engineering Department, and L. F. Ferris of the Western Electric and Telegraph Company for the purpose of finding prospective employers for the Electric American Telephone and Telegraph Company and the Western Electric Company in New York City. These two men, L. F. Ferris and E. B. Bennington, are going to Wisconsin and the Midwest to get the future marionette company.

However, the ticket sale.

The company is being brought here to perform in the Midwest. The auditions have been the same as other auditions. The afternoon performance, which is intended primarily for the public speaking will have charge of the coming performance. The afternoon performance, which is intended primarily for the public speaking will have charge of the coming performance. The afternoon performance, which is intended primarily for the public speaking will have charge of the coming performance.

The marionettes are being brought here under the auspices of the Iowa City drama league. Prof. Edward C. Malley, art critic of the department of public speaking, is chairman of the committee to charge. Commenting on the coming performance, Prof. Malley said: "These performances are new and unique in the way of entertainment but they are frequently given in the larger cities of this country.
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However, the ticket sale.

The company is being brought here under the auspices of the Iowa City drama league. Prof. Edward C. Malley, art critic of the department of public speaking, is chairman of the committee to charge. Commenting on the coming performance, Prof. Malley said: "These performances are new and unique in the way of entertainment but they are frequently given in the larger cities of this country.
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PHIL-OCTAVE PRODUCER CONCLUDES THAT HE HAS LABORED AT A HARD AND THANKLESS JOB.

The man in the dress suit and the sailor, the man in the wings and the al-
ged stagehand, stand down the world, the world that runs on stage 
time. One man is a whirling dervish, more of less removes the effect 
from the scenery, makes it appear to be a triumphal feature, goes and 
does into the street to dodge self-consciously through a gaggle of 
people to a local coffee house or his lodg-

So much for those who favor the footlights, but here, says N. V. C., 
where the reviewers always stay, here, the critics put a "99", call it a de-

The director, says, "They are generally disregarded or under rated. 
O. L. Louis L. L., a fellow of University high school..."

"No, no," N. V. insists, "They actually consider the person who directs 
the action, but how about the background individuals who drive the fin-

Cars, that resemble progress, percentage complimentary tickets, drinks sur-

This idea of a stage is perhaps more sincere 

RIVER BANK TO BONNET


Old time racing, with its mid-night 

1. Titled "Wonders of the University high school in Iowa. Any form of hazing 

And in a sweeter, more refined, 
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the question in teaching the funda­
amentals of the game, especially to
those who have the ability for this sport
and will not be until the present in public and private
schools
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Basketball Games Played By Pan Hellenic and Dental Fraternity Teams

Pan Delta Theta basketball team won from the Chi team in a Pan Hellenic game at the men's gym last Wednesday evening by the score of 36 to 8. The game was played on the Pan Delta Theta throwing half baskets, while Wherry was Sigma Chi's high scorer with five goals to his credit.

The scores were as follows: Pan Delta Theta—Vanderven, 4; Fennell, 3; C. Finch, 2; M. Burns, 1; Sig-MA Chi—Wherry, 2; Lenon, 1; Carter, 1; Robb, 1; Tisdale, 1; Subluni-SE—Woodward for Charles, Keeper for Lenon. Fairedom—Goo; E. Finch and Wherry, 1 each, Fennell, Lenon, and Carter, 1 each. Scores—Chi, 5.

The second game of the evening was between two dental fraternities, Xi Phi Phi and Phi Delta, in which after a close back in the latter part of the game, Xi Phi Phi won because of a score by a score of 14 to 12. This was a fast and hard fought game, both back and forth, with a True brand of football. Xi Phi Phi was the best at first but the Xi Phi Phi team was quick and overcame their advantage. The outcome of the game was in doubt until the finish was baken.

The scores were as follows: Xi Phi Phi—Kulukas, 6; Locke, 2; Montoy, 2; Franms, 2; Lep-Dooms—Harrington, 2; Warren, 2; Robb, 1; Arnold, 1; Harris, 1.

Fraternitymen Select Freethrows Debating Teams.

The Philosophers fraternity debating teams were selected last night to meet the fraternity of the other two fraternities in the triangular debate to be held March 1. The men selected were, Clarence F. Anderson of Mu-

The new Dressses and Suits—

The new Spring and Easter Dresses—

The new Neckwear and Veils—

EVEKTING is ready

And AT ITS BEST

COME and SEE the NEW THINGS FOR

New Spring and Easter Dresses

of Custom Crepe, Crepe-de-Chine, Crepe Satin and Tissue.

EXCEEDINGLY FAVORABLE PRICES

New and Improved Style.

Finest Trimmed and Embroidered Coats.

The costs are priced at $40.00 $45.00 $50.00 to $75.

Spring and Easter Deluxe Coats of Crepe, Crepe-de-Chine, Crepe Satin and Tissue.

Coats are priced at $40.00 $45.00 $50.00 to $75.

Sport and Shorter Coats, each $10.00 $12.50 $15.00 to $20.

Suits Adaptable Young Dress Suits for SPRING AND EASTER

Fine new Twill Cord, Novel Twill and Tweed Suits, mostly navy, dark blue and green, the "reasonably priced at $30.00 $35.00 $40.00 to $50.

New Sears, Treslin and Velour Suits, each $40.00 $50.00 $60.00 to $75.
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The Theta Sigma Phi initiates the planning of Katherine Stewart Al of Cedar Rapids.

The Gamma Epsilon Phi Tea was given this evening at the Alpha Chi Omega houses this afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock. Mrs. Cornelia Burleson, chaperone, and the faculty were entertained at a formal dinner dance.

The Delta Delta Chi initiate, Sigma Delta Chi, began the conference with smallpox, including the teaching of Latin and with old Roman notes and other activities has been arranged as a special feature of the conference.

The Dental Dance will be carried out by the freshman women for the freshmen men Saturday afternoon at the women's gymnasium, with the supervision of Mrs. Coon of Charles City. The entertainment will be carried with the decorations of the State University of Iowa, and entertainment will consist of various entertainment of the Watertown, Masonic Temple. The decorations will be furnished by the members of the various organizations.

The Social Hour will be held at the Hotel Jefferson after initiation.

The Alpha Delta Phi will entertain at a dancing party Friday evening at the Jefferson hotel in honor of Dean Carter.

The Alpha Chi Omega will entertain at a dancing party Friday evening at the Masonic Temple. The decorations will be furnished by the members of the various organizations.

The Alpha Chi Omega and Xi Psi Phi will entertain at a dancing party at Company A hall this evening. Music will be provided by Cigris's orchestra, the entire program being a series of features numbers. Among these are to be a ballroom and moonlight dance.

The Alpha Chi Omega will entertain the faculty of the University in flowers, pink and green being the prevailing colors. A baloon and moonlight dance will be given at the beginning of the party, and dancing will take place from 8 until 1 o'clock. Punch will be served during the afternoon. Think hard, the orchestra will furnish the music.

The Sigma Delta Chi initiates will entertain at a dancing party Friday evening at the Jefferson hotel. Mrs. and Mrs. J. white, and Mrs. Willis Brown will chaperone.

The Alpha Chi Omega house will be furnished by the members of the various organizations. A ballon and moonlight dance will be given at the beginning of the party, and dancing will take place from 8 until 1 o'clock. Punch will be served during the afternoon. Think hard, the orchestra will furnish the music.
HELP Us Solve This Problem

Due to the big demand for our New Ice Cream for Sunday dinners, it is difficult for us to deliver to all our customers on time unless the orders are sent in early.

We ask you to cooperate with us and Order your Sunday Ice Cream before 10 A.M.

This will enable us to give you better service.

SIDWELL'S
Home of Pasteurized Dairy Products

NEW SPRING SUITS
DAILY NEW YORK ARRIVALS
$25 and $35

The prices are as new as the styles. They come in tricotine and serge and are trimmed with embroidery, braid. Inspection will convince you that they are the most attractive and lowest priced suits offered in years.

Women's and Misses' New Spring Dresses
$25.00

Taffetas and Crepes in the most up-to-the-minute styles, some are embroidered, others are trimmed with contrasting colors. A splendid selection to choose from. Reasonably priced.

Every Spring Hat Features

The new in color; the new in fabric; the new in trimming. In one of these essential features at least, these new arrivals are conspicuous, and the problem of what to get for your sister or wife is best solved by selecting your New Franks, Suits and Costumes from among our most extensivelyoriginal models. Remember that if you cannot come to the store personally every you may most definitely send for them by personal message. We also have the latest news of fashion in being late in the style trend of the season.

JESSEFUS AND KAY TALK TO MEN AT QUADRANGLE

President Walter A. Dempsey will give the last of a series of addresses at the quadrangle at 4 o'clock on Sunday, March 8. The subject of his talk will be "The Budget of Time."

These talks have been arranged, by the general council of the Quadrangle association and are given in the south tower room of the dormitory.

Dean George F. Kay of the college of liberal arts addressed about fifty men last Sunday afternoon, February 29, at the quadrangle. His subject was "What a Man May Expect from the University."

Dean Kay called the attention of his audience to the great resources and opportunities offered in the United States, in Iowa, and more especially at the University of Iowa. He said that this University is in the main the best available professors and making the best equipment and is aiming to make leaders of men of character and ability.

In discussing the matter, Dean Kay told that a man must put all of his school just what he put in it. He said that because a man was not a leader in college did not indicate that he would not become one to have life for the majority of men attain success between the ages of thirty-five and fifty.

George Thompson
FRENCH-BULGARIAN MEETS
Brondell
at the
K. P. HALL
MONDAY, MARCH 7
ALSO LIVE SET OF Preliminaries, including: BOXING BOUNTS, AND COACH PARCAUT IN A FEW ACTS

Thompson is assisting Parcaut in getting the S. U. I. wrestling team in shape to meet Nebraska.

POPULAR PRICES
"EARTHBOUND"

BASIL KING'S powerful story of the unseen world

FOUR lives bound together by a common creed—"No God—no Sin—no Future Life."

Two men and two women torn by the conflict between loyalty and passion.

Then inevitable disaster—and for one of them a headlong plunge to death.

Is the soul swept from earth the moment it is freed from the body? Or does it—earthbound—still share the violent emotions which the living must endure?

Does the personality change with death—how long do the old interests go?

Is there growth and progression even after the shadowy barrier has been crossed?

Basil King’s "Earthbound" is a gripping story of personalities reaching back and forth across this barrier.

It is a subject to which Basil King has devoted years of intense personal study. He brings to this great narrative an intimate knowledge of men and women, of their wants and emotional experiences.

"Earthbound" is a remarkable lifting of the veil that stands between this life and the next—a motion picture endowed with a power and human poignancy that can be found in no other form of art.

The year that it has taken to creation began a new era for the screen.

Englel Theatre
Under New Management
THREE DAYS
STARTING FRIDAY

TIME OF SHOWS: 1:30; 3:30; 7 AND 9—ADMISSION 25c and 50c—War tax included

EARTHBOUND IS THE FIRST OF OUR SUPERB PICTURES

The production of "Earthbound", which the living earth. The story of a man and a woman, of their wants and emotional experiences.

"Earthbound" is a remarkable lifting of the veil that stands between this life and the next—a motion picture endowed with a power and human poignancy that can be found in no other form of art.

The year that it has taken to creation began a new era for the screen.

Englel Theatre
Under New Management
THREE DAYS
STARTING FRIDAY

TIME OF SHOWS: 1:30; 3:30; 7 AND 9—ADMISSION 25c and 50c—War tax included

EARTHBOUND IS THE FIRST OF OUR SUPERB PICTURES

George Loane Tucker's statement

"There is a message in 'Earthbound' that the wide world is greatly and deeply interested in, I sincerely hope that everyone who liked my production of The Miracle Man will go to see 'Earthbound'."

Gerrard Ashburne fascinates—

"I was enthralled, not only because the story itself is intensely interesting, but because it is unique. Nothing of the kind has ever been done—a unique idea presented with the most perfecting artistry."